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SECTION 9 - SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

 
9.5   Special Pricing Arrangements 
 
Arrangement No:  67  Contract Term:  6 Years 4 Months 
 
Features:  (Continued) 
 
Territory:  Verizon and Frontier 
 

Outbound Blocking 
Packages 

Description Charge 

Option A Standard default blocking (976-Like, and 500) $0.00 
Option B Adds blocking of 976 NXX exchanges $0.00 
Option C Adds blocking of 900, ALL info service calls with special 

charges are blocked 
$0.00 

Option D Adds blocking of International calls $0.00 
Option E Adds blocking of Directory Assistance $0.00 
Option F Adds blocking of Long Distance $0.00 
Option G Adds blocking of IntraLATA (local calls defined by rate 

center still permitted) 
$0.00 

Option H Standard default blocking, plus blocking of automated 
operator assisted calls like calling card calls 

$0.00 

Option I Standard default blocking, plus blocking of operator 
assisted calls including calling card, busy line verify and 
emergency breakthrough calls 

$0.00 

 
Inbound Blocking 
Packages 

Description Charge 

3rd Party Blocking Refers to a customer calling the local/long distance 
operator from a phone other than their own and billing 
another call back (long distance, local or toll) to their 
ALS phone number.  The party of the billed to number 
pays for the usage and any operator surcharges.  A 
business customer may wish no to be billed for these 
types of calls (possible fraud) and have 3rd party calls 
blocked. 

$0.00 

Collect Call Blocking Refers to a customer accepting collect calls made to their 
ALS phone number.  The called party pays for any usage 
and operator surcharges for such calls.  Typically 
businesses do NOT have collect calls blocked and 
consider it to be a customer service.  However, this is at 
the customer's discretion. 

$0.00 

 
 


